In March 2020, the world was rocked. The United States shut down due to covid-19 and the pandemic changed our way of living forever.

While the world scrambled for hand sanitizer and toilet paper; Success Stories concentrated on our siblings held captive inside.

Every participant in Success Stories has given their all. Not only to become our greatest selves, but also to serve our communities and loved ones. This, we will not ignore. It's unfair that you are not receiving credit where credit is due (when it comes to RAC credits).

Laws that were passed in 2016 created credit earning for participating in groups. Success Stories has been battling to make sure those laws and credits are honored. We are working hard to make it so people can receive RAC credits for participating in groups through correspondence.

What has Success Stories Done For Those Inside During COVID 19?

- We are excited to announce that Success Stories is being strongly considered as a pilot program for accredited correspondence. Our goal is to make sure that no matter what is happening your transformation and efforts for a better life will not be ignored and your freedom will not be prolonged.
The world has gone virtual! Many times our siblings on the inside have been put on the back burner when it comes to communicating through technology. Success Stories has invested in and created Virtual Workshops to bring it to your yard! We are already delivering virtual programming to Santa Barbara County Jail.

Success Stories has developed a correspondence curriculum and video curriculum to deliver inside coming soon!

Success Stories was originally created to help cisgender men overcome patriarchy to serve their highest selves, goals and loved ones. We are now expanding our model to create curriculum for Trans Men, Cis women, Trans Women and Non-Binary Folk who have historically been left on the sidelines.

Success Stories has expanded into: Freedom 4 Youth, a youth program in Orange County, CA. Rise Up Kingston, in New York. Virtual Workshops for formerly incarcerated people, and correspondence courses in Santa Barbara County Jail.